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INTRODUCTION
“While the district court enjoys broad discretion in structuring discovery, summary
judgment is premature unless all parties have had a full opportunity to conduct discovery.”
Convertino v. United States Dept. of Justice, 684 F.3d 93, 99 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (citations and
quotation marks omitted). The Government’s summary judgment motion—filed less than six
weeks after its complaint—not only seeks to limit Ambassador Bolton’s “full opportunity to
conduct discovery,” id., it seeks to block discovery altogether. Discovery is necessary here for two
reasons.
First, by the Government’s own account, its claims that Ambassador Bolton breached the
two NDAs he signed, as a condition of his government service, necessarily rest on the factual
allegations that his memoir contains (1) classified information, and (2) “Sensitive Compartmented
Information” (“SCI”), or a description of activities related to or derived from SCI. Ambassador
Bolton’s pending motion to dismiss explains why these propositions are not sufficient for the
Government to state a claim—and for that reason alone, as explained in our motion to dismiss
papers, the case should be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6). But even if the Court concludes
otherwise, there can be no question that these two factual allegations are necessary to the
Government’s claims. And as the record stands today, Defendant has had no opportunity to take
discovery into whether these necessary allegations are true, and the only evidence the Government
has offered for them are three utterly conclusory declarations and a sealed filing that Ambassador
Bolton has not been permitted to view. The notion that these necessary facts “cannot be . . .
genuinely disputed,” FED. R. CIV. P. 56(c)(1), is risible.
Second, this case is in its infancy, and Ambassador Bolton has not yet had the opportunity
to file an Answer to the Amended Complaint, which, under Rule 12, is due after the adjudication
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of the motion to dismiss, and seek discovery of information supporting any affirmative defenses
to the Government’s claims. If the motion to dismiss is denied and an answer becomes necessary,
Ambassador Bolton intends to assert at least one affirmative defense: that any remaining
contractual duties he may have had related to the prepublication review of his book, following Ms.
Knight’s confirmation on April 27 that the draft contained no classified information, were
discharged, excused, and waived by the Government’s own prior breach of the NDAs by its badfaith abuse of the review process for purely political purposes. Under established principles of
contract law, one party’s breach of a contractual duty excuses the other party from complying with
any related correlative duties. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 237 (Am. Law Inst.
1981). And one duty implied in every contract, including contracts with the Government, is the
obligation to perform fairly and in good faith. See id. at § 205. The facts in the public record
overwhelmingly indicate that the Government violated that implied duty here, by undertaking and
conducting the second, and unprecedented, further prepublication review by Mr. Ellis of
Ambassador Bolton’s book unfairly and in bad faith—for the political purpose of suppressing, or
at least delaying until after the 2020 election, the publication of a book that reported facts
portraying President Trump in an unfavorable and embarrassing light. Ambassador Bolton quite
obviously needs to engage in discovery on this issue before he will be in a position to present all
of the evidence establishing it, and the Government cannot be permitted to obviate his affirmative
defense before he even has a chance to plead it, by obtaining judgment on its claims before
discovery has opened.
In these circumstances, Rule 56(d) provides that if the party opposing a premature
summary judgment motion “shows by affidavit or declaration that, for specified reasons, it cannot
present facts essential to justify its opposition,” the Court should defer or deny the summary
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judgment motion. Accompanying this brief is a detailed declaration of counsel showing with
particularity the facts Ambassador Bolton intends to present; why he currently needs discovery to
support those facts with evidence, given the nascent stage of the litigation; and why he believes in
good faith that he will be able to obtain that evidence in discovery. The accompanying declaration
easily satisfies Rule 56(d) under the “generous approach” adopted by the D.C. Circuit, and given
the early posture of the case, it “should be granted almost as a matter of course,” Convertino, 684
F.3d at 99, 102 (quotation marks omitted).
For the reasons explained in our July 16 motion to dismiss, the Government’s claims all
fail as a matter of law, and its Amended Complaint should be dismissed. But if the Court denies
the motion, the suggestion that the Government is entitled to judgment based on the skeletal factual
record before the Court is completely untenable. The Government’s premature summary judgment
motion must be deferred—or denied without prejudice—to allow Ambassador Bolton a full and
fair opportunity to test the Government’s conclusory factual assertions through the discovery
process.
STATEMENT
The Government initiated this litigation on June 16, 2020, alleging that the then-imminent
publication of Ambassador Bolton’s memoir, The Room Where it Happened, violated two form
non-disclosure agreements he was required to sign when he became National Security Advisor:
the Classified Information Nondisclosure Agreement and the Sensitive Compartmented
Information Nondisclosure Agreement (the latter of which he signed on two separate occasions).
See Classified Information Nondisclosure Agreement, included at pp. 1–2 of Exhibit A to the
Complaint, Doc. 1-1 (hereinafter, the “Classified Information NDA”); Sensitive Compartmented
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Information Nondisclosure Agreement, included at pp. 3–4 and 5–6 of Exhibit A to the Complaint,
Doc. 1-1 (hereinafter, the “SCI NDA”).
As set forth at greater length in our pending motion to dismiss, the Classified Information
NDA provides, in Paragraph 3, for two separate Government review processes that apply in two
different circumstances: (1) when the employee wishes to “divulge classified information,” or (2)
when the employee wishes to “confirm . . . that . . . information is unclassified before . . .
disclos[ing] it.” Classified Information NDA at ¶ 3; see Def.’s Memorandum in Supp. of his Mot.
to Dismiss the Am. Compl. at 4–6 (July 16, 2020). Doc. 40-1 (“Def.’s MTD Br.”). The SCI NDA
governs the disclosure of a subset of classified information known as “sensitive compartmented
information,” or “SCI,” which the agreement defines as information that “involves or derives from
intelligence sources or methods” and that, at the time of the disclosure, “is classified or is in the
process of classification.” SCI NDA ¶ 1. Like the Classified Information NDA, Paragraph 3 of the
SCI NDA sets forth two different conditions or “triggers” that determine whether government
review of a contemplated disclosure is required: one that applies when an employee wishes to
publish information that he knows is classified as SCI, and another that applies when he wishes to
confirm that information he wishes to publish is not classified as SCI. SCI NDA ¶ 3; see Def.’s
MTD Br. 6–7.
The criteria used by the Executive Branch to determine whether information is classified
is found in Executive Order No. 13526, 75 Fed. Reg. 707, 708 (Dec. 29, 2009). See Shaffer v.
Defense Intelligence Agency, 102 F. Supp. 3d 1, 8 (D.D.C. 2015). As pertinent here, Section 1.7(a)
of the Order warns that “[i]n no case shall information be classified, continue to be maintained as
classified, or fail to be declassified in order to,” inter alia:


“conceal violations of law,”

4
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“prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency,” or



“prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the
interest of the national security.”

Id. at 710.
As discussed at greater length below, in the accompanying declaration, and in our motion
to dismiss papers, Ambassador Bolton produced the book in question following his service as
National Security Advisor to President Trump. Between December 30, 2019 and April 27, 2020,
he engaged in a comprehensive, painstaking, four-month review process with Ellen J. Knight, the
senior NSC official in charge of prepublication review. The Government admits that following
this intensive process, Ms. Knight reached “the judgment that the manuscript did not contain
classified information.” Amended Complaint ¶ 46 (June 19, 2020), Doc.18 (“Am. Compl.”).
Shortly after being informed of Ms. Knight’s judgment, Ambassador Bolton authorized his
publisher, Simon & Schuster, to proceed with publishing the book.
On June 8, following press reports that Ambassador Bolton intended to publish his book
on June 23, John Eisenberg, Deputy White House Counsel and the NSC’s counsel, wrote to
Ambassador Bolton’s counsel claiming that the manuscript still contained classified information.
Letter from John Eisenberg to Charles J. Cooper (Jun. 8, 2020), attached as Exhibit O to the
Complaint, Doc. 1-15. As the Government’s Amended Complaint explains, on May 2, NSC Senior
Director for Intelligence Michael Ellis (a political appointee in the NSC) had “commenced an
additional review of the manuscript” at the request of the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs (another political appointee—in fact, Ambassador Bolton’s successor). Am.
Compl. ¶ 51. On June 16, Mr. Ellis delivered to Ambassador Bolton a copy of the book with new
redactions based on Mr. Ellis’s additional round of review. Am. Compl. ¶ 57. Mr. Ellis’s redactions
were extensive and sweeping, apparently eliminating passages describing or recounting a

5
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significant majority of the President’s conversations with his advisors and with foreign leaders.
Declaration of John R. Bolton ¶ 23 (June 18, 2020), Doc. 9-1 (“Bolton Decl.”) The Government
also deleted numerous passages portraying President Trump in an unflattering light. Id. In a cover
letter to Ambassador Bolton, Mr. Ellis claimed that “[t]he manuscript still contains classified
information.” Letter from Michael J. Ellis, Deputy Assistant to the President, to John R. Bolton
(Jun. 16, 2020), Doc. 40-2. Mr. Ellis did not suggest, however, that the book contained any SCI or
any description of activities related to or derived from SCI.
The Government filed this lawsuit hours later, and it moved for a temporary restraining
order or preliminary injunction on June 17. In its June 17 motion for a TRO or preliminary
injunction, the Government asserted—for the first time ever—that the manuscript contained not
only classified information but “information classified at the . . . Top Secret/SCI levels.”
Emergency App. for TRO and Mot. for Prelim. Inj. at 12 (June 17, 2020), Doc. 3. Defendant
opposed the Government’s motion for emergency injunctive relief and cross-moved to dismiss the
Complaint. On June 19, in an effort to insulate the Complaint from Defendant’s motion to dismiss,
the Government amended its Complaint to add the allegation that Ambassador Bolton’s book
contains information classified at the “Top Secret/SCI level[ ].” Am. Compl. ¶ 59.
The Government’s theory of the case is that Ambassador Bolton’s book contains classified
information, which required him, it argues, to undergo prepublication review and obtain written
authorization to publish the book pursuant to the Classified Information NDA, and that it also
contains SCI, or descriptions of activities related to or derived from SCI, which it maintains
required him to undergo prepublication review and obtain written authorization to publish the book
pursuant to the SCI NDA. The Government supported its preliminary injunction motion with five
unclassified declarations, but only three of them actually speak to the presence of classified
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information or SCI within the manuscript: (1) Michael Ellis’s declaration, which asserts that the
book contains classified information, including information “classified at the SECRET, TOP
SECRET, or TOP SECRET/SCI level,” see Ellis Decl. ¶¶ 14, 19; (2) Paul Nakasone’s declaration,
which asserts that a portion of the book contains “classified information” and that “a portion of the
manuscript implicates sensitive information at the TOP SECRET/Sensitive and Compartmented
Information (SCI) level,” Nakasone Decl. ¶¶ 8, 9; and (3) John Ratcliffe’s declaration, which
“concur[s] that [certain] passages contain classified national security information,” Ratcliffe Decl.
¶ 6. None of these declarations includes any support for, or meaningful explanation of, the
conclusory assertions that there is classified information or SCI in the manuscript. However, the
Government also simultaneously filed under seal an ex parte declaration by Michael Ellis which
purportedly describes “six examples of passages in the manuscript” that are classified. See Ellis
Decl. ¶ 15. To date, Ambassador Bolton and his counsel have not been permitted to review this ex
parte declaration.
On June 20, the Court denied the Government’s motion for a TRO or preliminary
injunction. Memorandum Order (June 20, 2020), Doc. 27. On July 16, Ambassador Bolton moved
to dismiss the Government’s Amended Complaint. The Government responded on July 30 with a
cross-motion for partial summary judgment as to liability. Defendant’s motion to dismiss has been
fully briefed and is ripe for oral argument and resolution. Ambassador Bolton now moves the
Court, pursuant to FED. R. CIV. P. 56(d), to defer consideration of the government’s summary
judgment cross-motion pending completion of discovery, or, in the alternative, to deny the motion
without prejudice to the Government refiling it at a later date once discovery has concluded.

7
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ARGUMENT
“[S]ummary judgment is premature unless all parties have ‘had a full opportunity to
conduct discovery.’ ” Convertino v. United States Dep’t of Justice, 684 F.3d 93, 99 (D.C. Cir.
2012) (quoting Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 257, (1986)). Accordingly, when
one party files a premature motion for summary judgment before the opposing party of has had
this opportunity, Rule 56 provides that if the “nonmovant shows by affidavit or declaration that,
for specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential to justify its opposition,” the Court may defer
the summary judgment motion, deny it, or take other appropriate action restoring the non-moving
party’s full opportunity to take discovery. FED. R. CIV. P. 56(d). “A Rule 56(f)1 motion requesting
time for additional discovery should be granted ‘almost as a matter of course unless the nonmoving party has not diligently pursued discovery of the evidence.’ ” Convertino, 684 F.3d at 99
(quoting Berkeley v. Home Ins. Co., 68 F.3d 1409, 1414 (D.C. Cir. 1995)). To be entitled to relief
under Rule 56(d), the summary-judgment opponent must include an affidavit or declaration
satisfying three criteria:
(1) It must outline the particular facts the non-movant intends to discover and
describe why those facts are necessary to the litigation; (2) it must explain why the
non-movant could not produce the facts in opposition to the motion for summary
judgment; and (3) it must show the information is in fact discoverable.
United States ex rel. Folliard v. Government Acquisitions, Inc., 764 F.3d 19, 26 (D.C. Cir. 2014)
(brackets, quotation marks, and citations omitted).

1

In 2010, Rule 56(f) was renumbered as 56(d); the amendment “carrie[d] forward without
substantial change the provisions of former subdivision (f).” United States ex rel. Folliard v.
Government Acquisitions, Inc., 764 F.3d 19, 26 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
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As summarized below, the Declaration of Charles J. Cooper, filed contemporaneously
herewith, meets all three criteria, and the Government’s premature motion for summary judgment
accordingly must be deferred or denied.
I.

Defendant Has Outlined Particular Facts Necessary to the Litigation that He
Intends to Discover.

Mr. Cooper’s declaration describes in detail two different sets of facts that Defendant
expects to uncover through discovery—both of which are independently sufficient to defeat the
Government’s claims in this case (and, therefore, sufficient to postpone resolution of the
Government’s summary judgment motion until discovery has taken place).
A.

Ambassador Bolton intends to establish, through discovery, that his book does not

contain any properly classified information, SCI, or description of activities related to or derived
from SCI. Even if it did, that would not, for the reasons explained in our pending motion to dismiss,
state a claim for breach of the relevant NDAs, since those agreements do not impose strict liability,
as the Government claims. Rather, the NDAs require—and the Government has not alleged (and
cannot allege)—scienter on the part of Ambassador Bolton concerning the presence of such
information in his book. Def.’s MTD Br. 19–22, 26–28, 30–35. The Government’s inability to
show the necessary scienter alone requires the denial of its summary judgment motion—indeed, it
requires the dismissal of its claims altogether. See id. But setting that dispositive objection aside
for purposes of the present motion, even on the Government’s (mistaken) interpretation of the two
NDAs, it plainly has no claim if the manuscript does not contain any classified information, SCI,
or material related to SCI. Indeed, the allegations that Ambassador Bolton’s book contains such
information are the critical lynchpins of all of the Government’s claims. See, e.g., Am. Compl.
¶¶ 59, 69, 79, 80, 82.

9
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Moreover, as also explained in our motion to dismiss papers, under the SCI NDA’s express
temporal limitation, that NDA only applies to those writings that contain information, or material
related to or derived from information, that was “classified or . . . in process of a classification
determination” at the time the writing was disclosed. SCI NDA ¶ 1; see Def.’s MTD Br. 29–30. If
an employee’s writing does not contain, and is not derived from or related to information that, at
the time of disclosure, “is classified or is in process of a classification determination” as SCI, then
the SCI NDA simply does not apply. An interpretation that allowed the Government to
retroactively classify some information in (or related to) a book as SCI—even years after the book
was published—would be contrary to the NDA’s plain text, absurd, and palpably unconstitutional
under both the Due Process and Free Speech Clauses. Def.’s Reply in Supp. of his Mot. to Dismiss
at 4–6 (Aug. 14, 2020), Doc. 48. The Amended Complaint does not allege that Ambassador
Bolton’s book contains any SCI that meets this temporal requirement. But to the extent it changes
course, or the Court concludes that the Government has sufficient allegations on this point,
Ambassador Bolton obviously must be allowed to take discovery into the timing of any decision
to classify information in, or related to, the book as SCI.
Accordingly, each of the following facts, which Ambassador Bolton intends to establish
through discovery, would indisputably require judgment in his favor and is thus necessary to the
resolution of this litigation:
1.

Ambassador Bolton’s book contains no classified information;

2.

His book contains no SCI;

3.

His book contains no description of activities related to or derived from SCI;

4.

If the book does contain SCI or a description of activities related to or derived from
SCI, the SCI in question was not classified as such, or in process of a classification
determination, at the time when Ambassador Bolton authorized the book’s
publication;

10
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5.

If the book does contain classified information, SCI, or a description of activities
related to or derived from SCI, Ambassador Bolton lacked the scienter required under
the NDAs to trigger any prepublication review requirement.

See Cooper Decl. ¶ 10.
B.

Ambassador Bolton also intends to establish, through discovery, that the

Government’s actions in undertaking and conducting Mr. Ellis’s “additional review” of the
manuscript were in bad faith, as part of a deliberate effort to suppress the publication of his book
or delay it until after the November election, for purely political purposes and at the direction of
President Trump himself and/or White House officials acting on his behalf. Establishing this bad
faith on the part of the Government is also, independently, necessary to adjudicate the
Government’s claims, for two independent reasons.
First, the Government’s bad-faith, political conduct shows that if there is any information
in Ambassador Bolton’s book that has been classified (and as described above, Ambassador Bolton
disputes that there is), that information was not properly classified, under the standards set forth
in Executive Order 13526. That Executive Order, as set forth above, expressly provides that it is
unlawful to classify information in order to “prevent embarrassment to a person” (such as the
President) or “prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the
interest of the national security.” 75 Fed. Reg. at 710. And it is well settled that one of this Court’s
functions, when determining whether a former employee may publish a book purportedly governed
by a NDA or secrecy agreement, is to ensure that any information in the book that the Government
asserts may not be disclosed was “properly classified.” McGehee v. Casey, 718 F.2d 1137, 1147
(D.C. Cir. 1983); see also Stillman v. CIA, 319 F.3d 546, 548 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (“If . . . the
information was not classified properly, then Stillman may publish the manuscript.”). Indeed, the
Government cites the availability of such judicial review as the “safety valve” that ameliorates any
First Amendment problem with its prepublication review requirement. Combined Mem. in Supp.
11
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of Pl.’s Mot. for Summ. J. & in Opp’n to Def.’s Mot. to Dismiss at 35 (July 30, 2020), Doc. 44
(“Govt. Br.”). Accordingly, if Ambassador Bolton is right that the Government undertook or
conducted the review of his book in bad faith, or that information in his book was classified
unlawfully, for the base political purpose of suppressing the publication of a book critical of the
President, then the Government’s claims necessarily must fail under settled law.
Second, the bad-faith, politically-motivated conduct engaged in by the Government also
establishes an affirmative defense foreclosing any liability on the Government’s claims: that the
Government’s own prior breach of its implied duty of good faith and fair dealing, in undertaking
or conducting Mr. Ellis’s prepublication review process, excuses, discharges, and waives any
further duties Ambassador Bolton may have had to engage with the pre-publication review
process. As discussed below, because of the very preliminary posture of this case, Defendant has
not yet had an opportunity to plead any affirmative defenses. See supra, Part II. But if his motion
to dismiss were to be denied and he is required to answer the Government’s complaint,
Ambassador Bolton intends to plead this prior breach of the duty of good faith as an affirmative
defense to all of the Government’s claims. And he therefore must be allowed to take the discovery
necessary to establish his affirmative defense.
It is black-letter law that one party’s material breach of a contractual duty excuses or
discharges the other party from performing related duties he would otherwise owe under the
contract. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 237 (Am. Law Inst. 1981). It is equally
well established that a duty of good faith and fair dealing is implied in every contract, see id. at
§ 205, including every contract with the United States, see Metcalf Constr. Co. v. United States,
742 F.3d 984, 990 (Fed. Cir. 2014). While briefing and argument on his forthcoming affirmative
defense are obviously premature at this nascent stage of the case, if the Government’s claims were
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to survive his motion to dismiss, Ambassador Bolton will allege—and ultimately establish—that
under both of the NDAs at issue, the Government’s implied obligation to undertake and conduct
the prepublication review process fairly and in good faith was materially related to, and a condition
of, Ambassador Bolton’s own duties under those agreements to continue to engage with the
prepublication review process. Accordingly, if the Government materially breached that implied
duty of good faith in undertaking or conducting Mr. Ellis’s review, that breach discharged, under
settled contract law, any remaining duty of Ambassador Bolton to await written authorization.
Ambassador Bolton will allege—and with the information developed through discovery ultimately
establish—that Mr. Ellis’s further prepublication review of the manuscript was undertaken in bad
faith and for the purely political purpose of suppressing, or at least delaying until after the 2020
election, the publication of a book that reported facts portraying President Trump in an unfavorable
and embarrassing light. The Government’s bad-faith, politically motivated use of the
prepublication review process as a pretext for suppressing his speech for political ends plainly
violated the Government’s implied duty of good faith and fair dealing. This conduct, had it
succeeded, would have transformed prepublication review into an impermissible prior restraint.
Accordingly, each of the following facts, which Ambassador Bolton intends to establish
through discovery, is also necessary to the resolution of this litigation:
1.

Ms. Knight did not provide Ambassador Bolton with the pro-forma written letter
memorializing her conclusion that the manuscript, as revised, contained no classified
information because she was instructed not to do so by President Trump or White
House assistants acting at his direction and/or on his behalf;

2.

Ms. Knight was instructed not to provide the pro-forma letter for purely political
reasons related to President Trump’s desire to suppress, or at least delay until after
the 2020 election, the publication of a book that reported facts portraying him in an
unfavorable and embarrassing light;

3.

When Ms. Knight conveyed to Ambassador Bolton on April 27 that she was working
through “delicate” “internal process considerations,” Bolton Decl. ¶ 17, she was
referring to political pressure by President Trump, or White House assistants acting
13
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at his direction and/or on his behalf, who were seeking to suppress the publication of
the book, or at least delay publication until after the 2020 election, because it reported
facts portraying him in an unfavorable and embarrassing light;
4.

National Security Advisor Robert C. O’Brien conducted a further review of the
manuscript, after Ms. Knight had completed her review. He was instructed to do so
by President Trump or White House assistants acting at his direction and/or on his
behalf. His review was undertaken to suppress, or at least delay until after the 2020
election, the publication of a book that reported facts portraying President Trump in
an unfavorable and embarrassing light;

5.

Mr. O’Brien conducted his further review in bad faith for the purely political reason
of finding a pretext to suppress, or at least delay until after the 2020 election, the
publication of a book that reported facts portraying President Trump in an
unfavorable and embarrassing light;

6.

It is unprecedented for the President’s National Security Advisor to become
personally involved in the prepublication review process of a former NSC employee;

7.

Mr. O’Brien instructed Michael Ellis to conduct a further review of the manuscript
in bad faith and in furtherance of this same, purely political purpose;

8.

Mr. Ellis undertook and conducted his further review of the manuscript in bad faith
for the purely political reason of finding a pretext to suppress, or at least delay until
after the 2020 election, the publication of a book that reported facts portraying
President Trump in an unfavorable and embarrassing light;

9.

Mr. O’Brien and others deliberately waited until Ms. Knight completed her review to
commence their unprecedented second round of review—rather than reviewing the
manuscript concurrently with Ms. Knight—so as to delay the conclusion of the
review process until after the election;

10.

Any classified information that is contained in the book was classified after Ms.
Knight’s April 27 confirmation that the manuscript did not contain classified
information;

11.

Any information that is contained in the book that was classified after Ms. Knight’s
April 27 confirmation that the manuscript did not contain classified information was
so classified in bad faith, or was maintained as classified in bad faith contrary to the
established standards for prepublication review at the NSC and other government
agencies, for the deliberate, illegitimate purpose of suppressing, or at least delaying
until after the 2020 election, the publication of a book that reported facts portraying
President Trump in an unfavorable and embarrassing light, in violation of Executive
Order 13526;

12.

Any SCI that is contained in the book, or that generated or is related to an activity
described in the book, was classified as SCI after Ms. Knight’s April 27 confirmation
that the manuscript did not contain classified information;
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13. Any information that is contained in the book, or that generated or is related to an
activity described in the book, that was classified as SCI after Ms. Knight’s April 27
confirmation that the manuscript did not contain classified information was so
classified in bad faith for the deliberate, illegitimate purpose of suppressing, or at
least delaying until after the 2020 election, the publication of a book that reported
facts portraying President Trump in an unfavorable and embarrassing light in
violation of Executive Order 13526.
See Cooper Decl. ¶ 13.
Ambassador Bolton’s motion for relief under Rule 56(d) is thus not based on a “conclusory
demand for discovery,” Service Emps. Int’l Union Nat’l Indus. Pension Fund v. Castle Hill Health
Care Providers, LLC, 312 F.R.D. 678, 685 (D.D.C. 2015), or the “vague” assertion that “discovery
would be invaluable in this case,” Strang v. United States Arms Control & Disarmament Agency,
864 F.2d 859, 861 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (quotation marks omitted). No, Defendant’s allegations are
based on information that is in the public domain, he has set forth, through Mr. Cooper’s
declaration, numerous definite and specific facts that he “intends to discover,” and he has explained
in detail “[w]hy those facts are necessary to the litigation.” Convertino, 684 F.3d at 99. The first
Convertino factor is plainly satisfied here.
II.

Defendant Cannot Currently Present the Facts at Issue Because Discovery Has
Not Yet Begun.

There can also be no serious dispute that the second factor is satisfied. It is no mystery why
Ambassador Bolton is unable, at present, to come forward with evidence of the above facts: that
evidence is held exclusively by the Government, and Ambassador Bolton has not yet had the
opportunity to take any discovery whatsoever. The parties have not yet even held the Rule 26(f)
conference, and FED. R. CIV. P. 26(d)(1) expressly bars a party from serving any discovery requests
until that time. Indeed, the parties have not yet even exchanged their initial disclosures.
Moreover, far from having obtained discovery in support of the affirmative defense
described above, Ambassador Bolton has not yet had the opportunity to even allege it. Defendant
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has not filed an Answer—he elected instead to move for dismissal, as allowed by Rule 12, because
the Government’s claims are all foreclosed as a matter of law. The briefing on that motion to
dismiss was only completed less than a week ago. If the Court grants the motion, discovery will
of course be unnecessary. But if the Court ultimately denies the motion, Ambassador Bolton’s
Answer will not be due until 14 days after the denial. FED. R. CIV. P. 12(a)(4)(A). Only at that
point will the time come for Ambassador Bolton to plead his affirmative defenses—and then begin
discovery supporting them.
III.

Defendant Has Shown that Discovery Will Likely Uncover the Facts at Issue.

Finally, Mr. Cooper’s Declaration also establishes that the discovery Ambassador Bolton
intends to take “will produce the evidence required.” Convertino, 684 F.3d at 100. The D.C. Circuit
has held that a court must take a “generous approach” in determining whether discovery is
reasonably likely to yield the facts sought. Id. at 102. That generous approach is plainly satisfied
here. Rule 56(d) does not require a party to reproduce its written discovery requests as part of its
motion, but Mr. Cooper’s Declaration includes a detailed summary of the interrogatories, requests
for production, and depositions we intend to propound at the appropriate time. And those requests
are likely to result in the discovery of the information described above, because (A) the facts that
are publicly available and already in the public record overwhelmingly indicate that the
Government possesses evidence establishing the specific facts described in Part I above; and (B)
any objection that this information is not “discoverable” lacks merit.
A.

The accompanying declaration of counsel describes in detail the record facts

supporting Ambassador Bolton’s belief that he will obtain evidence establishing the particular
necessary facts described above, and much of that information has been placed before the Court
in prior briefing. Here we only summarize the highlights.
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The undisputed facts before the Court and in the public record strongly support
Ambassador Bolton’s belief that his book does not contain any classified information, SCI, or
description of activities derived from or related to SCI. It is undisputed that Ms. Knight—again,
the senior NSC official in charge of prepublication review—concluded after an exhaustive, fourmonth review that Ambassador Bolton’s manuscript, as revised, contained no classified
information, let alone SCI. Indeed, no one ever suggested that the manuscript contained SCI or
information related to SCI—not Ms. Knight, not Mr. Eisenburg, not Mr. Ellis, and not even the
Government’s initial Complaint in this litigation—until the filing of the Government’s preliminary
injunction motion (and its hasty amendment of its Complaint to add the naked allegation). The
belated and convenient discovery of SCI by the Government strongly supports Ambassador
Bolton’s conclusion that any determination classifying material in the book as SCI did not take
place until after he had authorized the publication of the book.
The only evidence the Government has come forward with supporting its assertions that
the book contains classified information and SCI is comprised of: (1) three conclusory and
ambiguous declarations, and (2) an ex parte filing and proceeding that excluded Ambassador
Bolton and thus was not subjected to the adversarial process. To be sure, based on its in camera
review of these materials and the Government’s ex parte advocacy, the Court concluded, at the
preliminary stage of deciding the Government’s motion for a preliminary injunction, that
Ambassador Bolton “likely” disclosed “classified information.” Memorandum Order at 6 (June
20, 2020), Doc. 27. But that preliminary conclusion obviously does not entitle the Government to
pretermit any further dispute of the matter, especially where, as here, Ambassador Bolton has not
even seen the evidence the Court relied upon, let alone had an opportunity to contest it or subject
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it to adversarial testing. As discussed below, see infra, pp. 20–23, that result would be contrary to
due process.
The facts already in the record also overwhelmingly suggest that the Government’s
politicized conduct of the prepublication review process violated its duty of good faith and fair
dealing. In sum: (1) the President announced publicly, near the beginning of the process, that
Ambassador Bolton’s book was “All Classified National Security”—even though the Government
represented that no one outside of NSC staff had been given access to the manuscript—and he
expressly linked that assertion to his view that the book’s contents were “nasty & untrue,” Cooper
Decl. ¶¶ 51–53; (2) by mid-February the President had “directly weighed in on the White House
[prepublication] review” of the manuscript and had told “his staff that he views John Bolton as ‘a
traitor,’ that everything he uttered to the departed aide about national security is classified and that
he will seek to block the book’s publication,” id. ¶ 55; (3) around the same time, the President
openly stated to a group of television news anchors that “we’re going to try and block the
publication of [Ambassador Bolton’s] book. After I leave office, he can do this,” id. ¶ 56; and (4)
days before the filing of this lawsuit, President Trump explained that he had “told . . . the attorney
general” that “I will consider every conversation with me as president highly classified. So that
would mean that if he wrote a book, and if the book gets out, he’s broken the law,” id. ¶ 61.
Evidence of the President’s pattern and practice of using his executive power in an attempt
to block other unfavorable publications confirms the likelihood that the evidence will establish the
abuse of the prepublication review process of Ambassador Bolton’s manuscript for political ends.
On July 9, 2020, for example, the Government revoked the house-arrest of the President’s former
personal lawyer, Michael D. Cohen, in what a federal judge later found was unconstitutional
retaliation for drafting a preparing to publish yet another book critical of the President. See id.
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¶ 64. Mr. Cohen announced via Twitter that he was “close to completion of my book” on July 2,
and a week later, he was abruptly re-arrested and remanded back to federal prison, after he resisted
the Government’s demand that he agree to an extraordinary and unprecedented condition of home
confinement: that he refrain from “engagement of any kind with the media, including print, tv,
film, books, or any other form of media/news.” Id. ¶¶ 66–69. Mr. Cohen petitioned for a writ of
habeas corpus, and the federal judge overseeing the case found that the Government’s
imprisonment of Mr. Cohen was “retaliatory,” for the deliberate purpose of “stop[ping] exercise
of First Amendment rights.” Id. ¶ 70.
Defendant has shown a strong likelihood that the evidence in the Government’s possession
will show that the further prepublication review of his book undertaken and conducted after Ms.
Knight confirmed on April 27 that it did not contain any classified information was motivated by,
and conducted in, bad faith.
B.

This information is also “discoverable.” Convertino, 684 F.3d at 100. Once again,

the bar here is not high, and the Court need not resolve every discovery objection that the
Government may decide to interpose to Ambassador Bolton’s requests. In Convertino, for
example, the D.C. Circuit found that the plaintiff had satisfied this criterion even though a district
court had denied his motion to compel discovery of the information in question as privileged (the
identity of a reporter’s sources), because the plaintiff had presented sufficient “evidence to
suggest” that the court “may revisit” its decision and “may decide to compel discovery” of the
information, or failing that, that the denial of discovery might be reversed on appeal. 684 F.3d at
100–01. The evidence that the facts sought by Ambassador Bolton are “in fact discoverable” is
easily as compelling here as in Convertino. Id. at 100.
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The Government has made clear its view that the information concerning the presence of
classified information and SCI in the book is not discoverable because of the Government’s policy
not to allow those without a “need to know” to see classified materials, and its determination that
Ambassador Bolton and his counsel do not “need to know” this information. But as explained in
Defendant’s (still pending) motion for access to the Government’s classified evidence on this
point, Doc. 25, that contention makes no sense. Ambassador Bolton knows the information in his
book; and Mr. Cooper and Mr. Kirk were both previously granted clearance by the Government to
access the classified information described in the book relating to Ukraine as part of their
representation of Ambassador Bolton during the recent impeachment proceedings. But even if the
Government’s position regarding access by Ambassador Bolton and his counsel made sense before
publication of the book, it obviously makes no sense now. The book has been published containing
the information that the Government, in bad faith, claims is classified, and the book has sold almost
one million copies. As the Court put it at the preliminary injunction hearing, the “horse is out of
the barn.”
More fundamentally, barring Ambassador Bolton and his counsel from reviewing the only
evidence supporting a critical element of the Government’s claim against him would also plainly
violate fundamental fairness and principles of due process. In the criminal context, the Supreme
Court has made clear that a “criminal action must be dismissed when the Government, on the
ground of privilege, elects not to comply with an order to produce, for the accused’s inspection
and for admission in evidence,” information relevant to the accused’s defense. Jencks v. United
States, 353 U.S. 657, 672 (1957). Any other result would be an “unconscionable” violation of due
process. United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 12 (1953). And it is equally well settled that due
process protects “civil litigants,” as well as those who have been charged with crimes. Logan v.
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Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U.S. 422, 429 (1982). Specifically, the Supreme Court has long
recognized that even in civil cases due process requires that there be “ ‘an opportunity to present
every available defense.’ ” Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 549 U.S. 346, 353 (2007) (quoting
Lindsey v. Normet, 405 U.S. 56, 66 (1972)); accord American Sur. Co. v. Baldwin, 287 U.S. 156,
168 (1932); cf. Nelson v. Adams USA, Inc., 529 U.S. 460, 466 (2000) (due process requires “an
adequate opportunity to defend against the imposition of liability”).
To be sure, in Reynolds, the Court stated in dicta that these due process principles do not
apply in the same way “in a civil forum where the Government is not the moving party, but is a
defendant only on terms to which it has consented.” Reynolds, 345 U.S. at 12. That dicta has no
application here, where the Government is not a “defendant . . . on terms to which it has
consented,” but rather the plaintiff in a contract breach action seeking to impose a multi-milliondollar damages judgment on Ambassador Bolton. The Supreme Court has expressly repudiated
Reynolds’s dicta in a similar context, unanimously holding that where a party’s liability to the
Government “depends upon” a defense that cannot be fully litigated without “the disclosure of
state secrets,” under settled principles of contract law and fundamental fairness, “[s]uit on the
contract . . . will not lie, and the parties will be left where they are.” General Dynamics Corp. v.
United States, 563 U.S. 478, 486, 488 (2011). Indeed, the Court stated that it would be “the height
of injustice to deny the defense because of the Government’s invocation of state-secret protection,
but to maintain jurisdiction over the Government’s claim and award it judgment.” Id. at 487. So
too here. Ambassador Bolton cannot meaningfully defend against the Government’s claims of
breach of contract without accessing the evidence that the contents of his book purportedly
breached his duties under the NDAs. And it would thus be “the height of injustice,” id., to allow
the Government to come into the courthouse claiming breach of contract, to invoke the classified
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status of both the evidence supposedly supporting its claim and the evidence that will support
Ambassador Bolton’s defense based on the Government’s breach of its duty of good faith and fair
dealing to prevent Defendant from even viewing it, and to then obtain judgment on its claim
anyway. No, under the common law and the constitutional requirements of due process, “the
traditional course is to leave the parties where they stood when they knocked on the courthouse
door.” Id. That is, if the Government refuses to permit disclosure of the information it claims is
classified, the Government’s claims must be dismissed.
To be sure, the D.C. Circuit permitted limited ex parte review of classified information in
Stillman, but that decision pre-dated the Supreme Court’s unanimous ruling in General Dynamics.
In any case, the Stillman Court did not meaningfully address the constitutional difficulties with
that procedure, but it did make clear that, where a district court cannot “resolve the classification
issue without the assistance of plaintiff’s counsel,” it “should consider whether its need for such
assistance outweighs the concomitant intrusion upon the Government’s interest in national
security.” 319 F.3d at 549. Indeed, in McGehee (also decided before General Dynamics), the D.C.
Circuit stated that “[c]ourts should therefore strive to benefit from criticism and illumination by
[the] party with the actual interest in forcing disclosure,” and it specifically approved of the District
Court’s order allowing the author’s attorney access to classified information submitted by the
Government. 718 F.2d at 1149. Moreover, this Court is fully capable of ensuring during the judicial
process that any classified information that must be disclosed is fully protected. The Government,
in light of the basic norms and fundamental requirements of due process, is accordingly unlikely
to prevail in its effort to prevent Ambassador Bolton and his counsel (to whom the Government
has granted security clearances) from accessing and reviewing the sole evidence supporting a
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necessary element of his alleged liability, particularly given that he already “know[s] the nature of
the information in question.” Id.
Finally, even if the Government were to succeed in preventing Ambassador Bolton from
taking discovery into the first set of facts identified in Part I, relief under Rule 56(d) would still be
warranted by the second set of facts, relating to Ambassador Bolton’s defense concerning the
Government’s breach of its duty of good faith and fair dealing. The Government of course can be
counted on to object to that line of discovery as well. But it cannot seriously be maintained that it
is likely to succeed in preventing all discovery on this second issue—that it will successfully object
to any interrogatory Defendant might frame, that every document relevant to the politicization of
the review process will be held privileged, and that it will succeed in blocking every deposition
Ambassador Bolton notices.
Accordingly, it is clear that “the discovery sought will produce the evidence required”—
particularly given the “generous approach” to this showing commanded by binding precedent.
Convertino, 684 F.3d at 100, 102.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should defer consideration of the Government’s
motion for summary judgment until the conclusion of discovery or, in the alternative, deny it
without prejudice.
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